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This article examines Melissa Pritchard’s novella ‘Captain Brown and the Royal Victoria Military Hospital’ (2011) in its reimagining of the once famous but now demolished major Victorian military hospital of the title. I argue that the Royal Victoria offers a fitting illustration of the conflicted position the legacy of the Victorian scientific past occupies in the present, and show how this legacy is explored in Pritchard’s story. This conflicted position is layered with a further paradox in the narrative, as the novella picks up the historical thread of the Royal Victoria at the point of its 1944 take-over by the United States Navy as part of Operation Overlord. The novella’s return to this 1940s setting is therefore operated via the lens of the Victorian scientific past, a conflation of two distinct time frames which is marked by the deployment of an array of gothic images in the text. Yet, if the neo-Victorian medical gothic mode of the story conveys the lingering, haunting presence of the Victorian scientific past, I show how such ghostly presence is dismissed to be replaced by the more powerful spectre of the unresolved legacies of the Second World War in the twenty-first century.
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Recent neo-Victorian fiction has shown a particular preoccupation with returning to the medical world of the nineteenth century.​[1]​ In such fiction, the figure of the doctor typically plays a prominent role, both as the administerer of care and as the experimenter on unsuspecting bodies. Melissa Pritchard’s novella ‘Captain Brown and the Royal Victoria Military Hospital’ (2011), published in her collection of short stories The Odditorium, is no exception, save for the fact that the central protagonist of the story is not the Navy surgeon of the title, but rather the once famous and now demolished Victorian military hospital based in the small coastal village of Netley, in Hampshire. 




These contradictions are layered with a further paradox in the narrative, as the story picks up the historical thread of the Royal Victoria at the point of its 1944 take-over by the United States Navy as part of Operation Overlord, the D-Day landings of Allied troops on the Normandy beaches of Germany-occupied France. The novella therefore returns to a lesser known aspect of one of the key episodes of the Second World War in its reimagining of a now forgotten major Victorian medical institution. In this context, the temporal refractions operated by the conflation of two time frames – the Victorian past and the Second World War – which feature prominently in the collective memory of the present will be examined, as will the effects produced by the novella’s return to a 1940s setting via the lens of the Victorian scientific past. One of these effects concerns the deployment of a gothic mode and of spectral imagery in the text, and if this trope conveys the lingering, haunting presence of the Victorian scientific past in the present, I will show how such ghostly presence is dismissed in the story to be replaced by the more powerful spectre of the unresolved legacies of the Second World War in the twenty-first century.

‘An Italianate behemoth’
In her discussion of recent fiction which similarly embeds a neo-Victorian stand-point within a 1940s context, Ann Heilmann notes that such texts deal with ‘our contemporary period’s rememorizations of the dual legacies of the “golden age” of the Victorians and the “broken age” of the postwar forties’ (41). Although set slightly earlier in 1944, Pritchard’s novella does nevertheless engage with the ‘dual legacies’ of two distinct historical moments which have been ‘rememorized’ at length by the present. But if this complex ‘historical double take [...] force[s] the forties characters to recognize their relationship with the past, thus encouraging a similar process of reflection in the contemporary reader’ (Heilmann 41), the historical refractions operated by the dual time frame of Pritchard’s story, namely the return to the legacy of the nineteenth century via the Second World War, further distort the process of remembering the Victorian past which underpins neo-Victorian fiction. As a result, the memory of that Victorian past occupies two distinct positions in the text: on one hand it offers a promise of escape to the main protagonist (and the contemporary reader) from the moral dilemmas of the story’s 1940s setting; on the other, that setting prevents such an escape and reveals instead how such perception of the nineteenth century as a source of distraction from the present is ultimately problematic. Through the refractions of the ‘broken age’ of WWII and its aftermath the Victorian past remembered in the text is therefore shown to be not so much ‘golden’ as perhaps ‘gilded’, resplendent on the surface but worthless on the inside, both a source of fascination and an empty entity. As we will see, the contradictions which underpin the construction of the Victorian past in the story are emblematised in the figure of the Royal Victoria Military Hospital.
Described as ‘a grand, if not arrogant display of technological progress’ (Hoare 4), a building intended to be the most advanced of its kind, the Royal Victoria came under attack right from its inception for being unsuited to the needs of its patients and incompatible with modern medical theories. Florence Nightingale objected to its ‘north-facing windows, poor ventilation, and proximity to outhouses and coal piles’ (McCallum 278). She also feared that its long corridors might act as conduits for the propagation of contaminated air (Holder 6), and petitioned vigorously to have the hospital’s plans altered.​[3]​ Although Nightingale’s plea was unsuccessful, she did contribute to making ‘the Royal Victoria out of date before it was completed’ (Holder 7). This ominous start would set the course of the hospital’s destiny for the remainder of its brief history: characterised by the latest facilities with which it was equipped, many of these turned out to have been poorly conceived and had to be rapidly abandoned.​[4]​ In addition, if the Royal Victoria’s ‘architectural grandeur was, in many ways, in conflict with its mission’ (McCallum 278), the excessive amounts of time and money spent on its completion further exaggerated that paradox: exceeding by more than twice the initial estimated cost and length of time needed for its construction (Hoare 110), the Royal Victoria fell out of use within a century, and was superseded well before that by the installation of canvas huts and prefabricated pavilions – deemed better suited to caring for its patients – on its grounds. And despite its aesthetically pleasing architectural features, its patients would find it ‘a singularly depressing place’ (Holder 6). By the time of its involvement in the Second World War – the point at which the story is set – it had clearly exceeded its purpose, having become ‘badly situated [...] as the wounded were being treated with great specialisation even on the battlefields’ (Holder 17). 
The numerous contradictions plaguing the Royal Victoria are echoed in the conflicted attitude displayed in Pritchard’s novella: both ‘a medical Versailles’ and ‘an Italianate behemoth’ (74), the imposing structure is depicted as showing a ‘cruel disregard for its patients’ (80), but yet had ‘its seven-year construction tenderly watched over by the queen’ (74). This conflicted attitude seems linked especially to the hospital’s two primary functions, namely its provision of medical care and pursuit of scientific knowledge. This is visible in relation to D Block, the hospital’s mental asylum, where those soldiers suffering from the psychological toll of horrors witnessed on the Front are subjected to medicine’s ‘more chilling intent – to subdue and, in the common thought of the day, humiliate and punish’ them into recovery (98). Paradoxically, this is done with ‘one pre-eminent purpose: to send them back to the Front’ (Hoare 241). In the novella D Block is also the place where Captain Brown’s medical skills are put to ethically dubious ends: he is ordered to interrogate a captured commanding SS officer by subjecting him to a ‘drug-and-deprivation’ treatment, a mission which requires Captain Brown ‘to act within hazily defined legal and medical limits’ (112). This adumbrates the Royal Victoria’s own dark history as a place of notable medical research and discovery, but also as the location where such research was carried out ‘sometimes at the expense of human beings’ (Hoare 9).​[5]​ This is confirmed in the story in the hospital’s natural history museum, where the collection of ‘carefully labeled human skulls’, in fact ‘[o]ne of the best and largest collections of Asiatic and African skulls in the world’ (82), points towards the moral issues that underpinned the practice of medical science in the nineteenth century. More broadly, the story’s setting in a military hospital at a time of conflict offers a means of exploring the ‘barbarous irony’ of such institutions: the fact that they were devised to ‘repair soldiers to reenter battle, be reinjured, blown apart, killed’ (77). This paradox highlights the military hospital’s failure to fulfil one of its stated aims: the closure of physical wounds, while, as we will see, the reimagined Victorian medical past similarly fails to provide historical closure on past trauma in the novella. Therefore, the depiction of the Royal Victoria in the story reflects perhaps contemporary attitudes towards the legacy of the Victorian scientific past, an age perceived as being defined in equal measure by its scientific advances and by its ‘dismissal of basic needs’ (80).
This contradictory perception is apparent in the array of gothic images that accrete around the military hospital in the narrative: indeed, despite being a place of scientific progress the Royal Victoria becomes the site of ghostly manifestations in the story. This is visible for instance in the main protagonist’s repeated sightings of a figure ‘staring down at him’ (99) from the window of one of the unoccupied wards of the hospital, a ward, we subsequently learn, which was formerly used by the Royal Army Medical School, an institution dedicated to the furthering of scientific knowledge (99). D Block is described as ringing ‘with a ghastly unquiet’ (98), and as being the Royal Victoria’s ‘cabinet of horrors’ (117). In fact, the mood surrounding D Block is so eerie that the place seems to interfere with Captain Brown’s ability to carry out his medical and military duties, as during his interrogation of the German prisoner. References are also made in the text to the hospital’s ‘resident “Grey Ghost”’ (86), the latter stemming from some of the popular beliefs surrounding the Royal Victoria. The alleged ghost of a nurse ‘who, in the earliest years of the hospital, had thrown herself from one of the towers because she realised she’d killed a soldier patient with an accidental overdose’ (Hoare 245–6), the ‘Grey Lady’ (in its variant forms) seems to be a staple feature of military hospital life, a recurring revenant inhabiting the very scientific environment whose rationality was supposed to dispel it.​[6]​
This contradiction is further conveyed through the effects the Royal Victoria seems to exert on the main protagonist. Although Captain Brown embraces the practice of medicine and the discipline of a military environment, the novella reveals the morbid thoughts his stay at the hospital seems to trigger: for instance his impulse to mentally ‘deflesh himself’ (83) upon seeing the skeleton of an elephant exhibited in the hospital’s great hall; his day-dreaming of having his skull displayed in the hospital’s natural history museum collection (83); or his belief that he is affected by a strange condition (the mysterious black moles which appear on his back (90)). Captain Brown thus seems to symbolise the tension between the rationality of medicine and the failure of that rationality in the face of the Royal Victoria’s gothic atmosphere.
The gothic resonance surrounding the Victorian hospital in the text is also reinforced by the Royal Victoria’s proximity to another important site of gothic tradition: Netley Abbey. The ruined Abbey was indeed ‘“foundational” to the establishment of the Gothic imagination as a distinctive and recognisable literary mode’ (Townshend 1–2) and became a source of cultural pilgrimage for eighteenth-century visitors eager to find the type of thrills the desolate place could offer. The Abbey’s cultural significance has been well documented: both one of the sources for Horace Walpole’s gothic inspiration and possibly also, for Jane Austen’s derision of the genre in her satirical Northanger Abbey (1817), the thirteenth-century ruins illustrate the complex and successive processes by which places become invested with the projected needs and desires of subsequent generations. Of course a similar process is at play in the novella’s depiction of the Royal Victoria; in fact the Abbey is the object of a brief excursion in the text, and a place Captain Brown has been keen to see since learning of his posting at the hospital. Yet upon arriving at the site, Captain Brown is ‘disappointed’: ‘Perhaps Netley was better appreciated in moonlight or mist, some more somber, miasmic atmosphere than a cloudless, unsulllied spring day’ (92). If the Abbey fails to create the gothic effect he has been anticipating, Captain Brown is struck by ‘Netley’s architectural homily’ into a bleak contemplation of ‘time and decay’, and into a realisation of the ‘futility of desire, ambition, even charitable labor’ (95–6). Captain Brown’s dark musings, triggered by the ‘sobering beauty’ of the place (96), thus seem in keeping with the mood conventionally developed by the gothic. As we discover subsequently however, such mood is not necessarily endorsed in the novella; quite on the contrary, the story’s ending points towards a type of horror which cannot be neatly captured by abstract concepts or expressed via aesthetic paradigms. 
The site of Netley Abbey also confirms that, traditionally, the domestic context of the home (and its family mansion/ancestral ruins alternatives) has functioned as an important source of gothic imagination. As Julian Wolfreys has shown, the act of ‘haunting is nothing other than the destabilization of the domestic scene’, whereby the ‘act of haunting is effective because it displaces us in those places where we feel most secure, most notably in our homes’ (5). Ironically in the case of Pritchard’s novella, it is not a home, but a hospital which is the story’s source of haunting. As already mentioned, the gothic mood of the novella emanates from its rational and scientific setting. Arguably, this conflation of science with supernatural may point towards the limitations of the scientific enterprise, limitations which the Royal Victoria did demonstrate on a number of occasions in its history, as we have seen. But on the face of it, the novella’s setting in a Victorian military hospital during the Second World War seems far removed from the familiarity of dwelling Julian Wolfreys associates with the gothic mode. Yet, I would argue that the medical-scientific environment of the story can indeed be read as the place ‘where we apparently confirm our identity, our sense of being, where we feel most at home with ourselves’ (Wolfreys 5). From this perspective, the haunting trope linked to the Royal Victoria in the novella may suggest a particular type of residual presence of the Victorian past in the present, a type of residual presence which relies on a fascination with nineteenth-century medical practice. In other terms, contemporary culture finds itself ‘at home’ in the world of the Victorian surgery, its ‘identity’ and ‘sense of being’ confirmed by such fictional visits to the nineteenth-century infirmary and sickbay. In turn, those neo-Victorian returns to the ailing bodies of the nineteenth century seem to provide a type of fulfilment by proxy to the present-day reader based on the satisfactory conduction of the medical process, but without the requirement to take part. Moreover, as with the type of thrills experienced by eighteenth-century visitors to such sites as Netley Abbey and the picturesque tradition this process would inspire, this attitude may also imply a form of neo-Victorian ‘gothic tourism’ based on the artistic representation of sites of past horror for aesthetic consumption in the present.
Yet such interest by proxy in the medical world of the Victorians is shown to be problematic in the novella. This is visible in the figure of Queen Victoria, and in the pink blanket the monarch ‘had knitted [...] with her own hands’ and donated to the hospital, to ‘be laid, an honor, over those British soldiers who had performed most valiantly in the field’ (84). This charitable gesture confirms the monarch’s interest in the fate of the sick and wounded, while also revealing the particular kind of fascination she was able to indulge from the comfort of her palatial residence, and the safety of its domestic activities (such as knitting). Indeed, if the Queen had been able to ‘tenderly’ watch over the construction of the Royal Victoria (74), this process was greatly facilitated by the latter’s close proximity to Osborne House, her impressive mansion across the Solent on the Isle of Wight. In this context, clear architectural parallels between the two buildings, in particular the fact that the Royal Victoria’s officers’ quarters, a ‘villa-like building with twin Italianate towers’, were a ‘deliberate echo of Queen Victoria’s holiday home’ (Hoare 6), further contribute to the notion of the Victorian hospital as a symbolic extension of the home.​[7]​ In this instance however, the fascination with others’ ailments not so much ‘destabilizes’ the ‘domestic scene’ as actually renders domestic the place of (gothic) horror. This conflation of the medical and the homely is confirmed also in Prince Albert’s remark that ‘it was a source of “deep gratification” to them to know that the sick and wounded would be treated near to their own home at Osborne’ (qtd in Hoare 99), while the Queen ‘would declare, “I am only too glad to think, if indeed it be the case, that my poor brave soldiers will be more comfortably lodged than I am myself”’ (qtd in Hoare 99). As the history of the Royal Victoria reveals, its patients were not ‘more comfortably lodged’ than their monarch. In fact the novella shows how the type of preoccupation for the sick and wounded displayed by the royal couple, from the confines of their domestic realm, is actually misguided: indeed, ‘the Queen’s homely coverlet’ (84) turns out to be an unwelcome gift, due to its morbid association for the men on the wards, as ‘the most valiant soldier’ to receive the coverlet ‘was also the one most likely to die from his wounds’ (84). As a result, it is ‘determined that the Queen’s pink-knit shroud might be better off in the nostalgic setting of a museum’ (84), and it is placed in the hospital’s natural history collection. The type of fulfilment by proxy experienced from a domestic interest in the injuries of the battlefield is therefore shown to be out of place in the story: disruptive to the day-to-day running of the medical institution, it needs to be relegated to the static environment of a museum, where its negative effects can be contained and disarmed. The novella therefore experiments with the neo-Victorian fascination with the diseased body of the (historical) other, but deliberately fails to satisfy that fascination. Instead, the process of reading/caring for others’ illnesses is shown in the text to be underpinned by some possibly questionable motives.
In his discussion of the gothicisation of the doctor figure in nineteenth-century culture, Andrew Smith links the medical and the gothic along similar lines: ‘Medicine’s fascination with disease, pathology and death suggested [...] that [it] was inherently perverse and dangerous’, that it ‘represented conflicting impulses: the desire to help, but also the desire to do harm’ (10–11). Captain Brown’s attitude towards his medical duties as a surgeon does display those types of conflicting impulses: ‘he wished, nearly prayed for the invasion to begin – for casualties to pour in by rail, by ambulance, [...] for other men to be wounded, harmed, shattered, so that he could be, finally, of some earthly use’ (100). In this instance, the desire to help is intrinsically linked to the desire for the presence of ‘harm’. Captain Brown’s practice of medicine thus reveals a sense of fulfilment not necessarily linked to the profession’s primary aim: ensuring the welfare of fellow human beings. His main concern seems to be with the ‘wounding’ of ‘other men’, rather than with the prospect of achieving a safe victory. Once again the story illustrates that there is something inherently problematic in this interest in the wounds of others; as with the neo-Victorian return to the nineteenth-century sickroom, Captain Brown’s dedication to his medical role suggests potentially dubious motives. This is emphasised in the story by his subsequent failure to come to the help of one of his patients, an oversight which has catastrophic consequences, as we will see. 

‘The antiquated ghastliness’
Captain Brown’s uncertain medical motivations are further compounded in the novella by his retreat into a fascination with the gruesome deeds of the past. For example, of the Royal Victoria’s museum collection, he notes ‘almost [feeling] at home, moving past this lusterless, ghoulish seam of human skulls, outdated weaponry, war relics, and blunt, heavy surgical instruments. He found the antiquated ghastliness nearly preferable to what was occurring in Europe’ (83). These artefacts suggest a taste for the macabre emanating from the past, but yet which can be consumed from the relative safety of the present, unhindered by moral considerations. This is confirmed by the fact that Captain Brown sees such grisly display as a place of comfort (‘at home’), and ironically as providing the very thing it is supposed to destabilise: a sense of the homely. In contrast, he cannot place the horrors ‘occurring in Europe’ at the safe (historical) distance of the ‘antiquated ghastliness’ of the Victorian past.
In their recent collection of essays on Neo-Victorian Gothic (2012), Marie-Luise Kohlke and Christian Gutleben argue that ‘neo-Victorianism is by nature quintessentially Gothic’ (4; original emphasis). According to them, the genre’s attempt ‘to understand the nineteenth century as the contemporary self’s uncanny Doppelgänger’, and its fascination with ‘exploring the uncertain limits between what is vanished (dead) and surviving (still living)’, make it especially prone to adopting some ‘very Gothic constitutive features’ (4). The presence of such features in the novella is visible in Captain Brown’s reaction upon ‘seeing the Royal Victoria Military Hospital for the first time’: he records feeling ‘an almost supernatural sensation that here was a piece of architecture that seemed to precisely reflect [...] his own nature’, while the ‘building, too, seemed to recognize him, welcome him’ (75–6). This instance of a ‘supernatural’ bond between the main character and the nineteenth-century edifice, with its suggestion of architectural sentience, resounds with Poe-esque echoes, as does Captain Brown’s eventual belief that the Royal Victoria is ‘his double in stone’ (76).​[8]​ Yet such identification of the nineteenth century as the ‘uncanny Doppelgänger’ of the present is revealed to be problematic in the novella: Captain Brown’s growing obsession with the Royal Victoria interferes with his ability to grasp the reality of his present and to make adequate judgements. This is visible in his interrogation of the German prisoner in D Block: Captain Brown is so deeply struck by his surroundings that he fails to administer the required drugs and adjourns the interview. This turns out to be a mistake, as it gives the prisoner an opportunity to hang himself in his cell. In fact, Captain Brown subsequently learns that ‘It’s not uncommon [...] for German officers of rank, when captured, to kill themselves. [....] Because of that, interrogation procedures are usually done as soon as possible’ (131). Although Captain Brown knew that there ‘had been suicides’ on the wards of the mental asylum, his overwhelming absorption into the Royal Victoria’s past prevents him from taking the necessary precautions (117). This also confirms, yet again, Captain Brown’s refusal to face the violence of the present, with its moral dilemmas, preferring instead to escape into a past horror which requires no ethical consideration.
Captain Brown thus ‘looks back to darkly idealised times, rendered hygienic by heritage [...] visions’ (Botting 6), and his nostalgic longing for that past is reflected in the conventions of the neo-Victorian gothic mode deployed in the story. This is the case too with the contemporary reader, whose expectation that the story will culminate in the full viewing of the Royal Victoria’s ghost – or at the very least, in a rational explanation for the strange sightings – is gradually fed by the novella’s ghostly narrative thread. But the Royal Victoria is no House of Usher, and the story reveals no ghost or strange medical condition. The horror does not emanate from the text’s gothic manifestations, but rather from the all-too-real events of the D-Day landings, and from the dilemmas and betrayals that accompany the landings in the story. More broadly, the neo-Victorian gothic obsession with ‘reliving the [Victorian] period’s nightmares and traumas’ (Kohlke and Gutleben 4) is shown to be an indulgent past time in the novella, one which obscures the present’s remembering and acknowledging of other forms of unresolved traumas, as indicated by the story’s conclusion. This process of obscuration is also linked to the novella’s use of a medical context in the development of its gothic tropes, and to the fact that the neo-Victorian gothic mode of the story stems from such scientific environment to form a particular kind of neo-Victorian scientific gothic expression.
The conflation of scientific and gothic elements in Pritchard’s story points towards the ways in which the gothic developed as an aesthetic movement in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Indeed, despite ‘[doing] away with ghosts and supernatural beings’ and ‘bestow[ing] a scientific order on the world’, the age of the Enlightenment witnessed a proliferation of spirits and spectres in the literary culture of its time (Botting 7). Fred Botting goes as far as suggesting that such uncanny ‘remnants’ were in fact ‘inventions, fabricated leftovers’ of an era superseded by modernity and scientific order (7); in other words, these ghostly manifestations were ‘less a return from the past’ and more ‘an effect of a disturbed present’ (7). This reading is useful when approaching the neo-Victorian scientific gothic mode developed in the novella. Indeed, if the gothic tropes deployed in the story are ‘a product of scientific and technical innovation’ (Botting 7), as we will see, the text reveals how these ghosts of the Victorian past are in fact ‘inventions’ used as decoys to distract the reader from the less pleasurable task of facing up to the unrest of a still ‘disturbed present’.

‘His own disillusioning defeat’
The story’s ghostly narrative thread is indeed superseded by another, more urgent story line: Captain Brown’s aforementioned failure to help one of his patients and avert her subsequent death. Marie-Hélène Sesiche, a French resistance fighter wounded during the D-Day landings, asks for his assistance in securing a safe passage to America for her and her aging father. Refusing to bend the rules, Captain Brown rejects her request, unmoved even by the fact that she is Jewish, and therefore at greater risk if sent back to occupied France. Later regretting his decision, and realising that he has in fact the means to help her, he tries to reach her but finds that she has left the hospital. He subsequently learns that her plea for help was motivated by the fact that she was carrying the child of her late fiancé, killed by the Nazis. The story’s dénouement is set nearly thirty years later, with Brown, now promoted to the rank of Admiral, travelling to Marie-Hélène’s village in Normandy, looking for her. He is unsuccessful in his search and discovers instead that shortly after returning from the Royal Victoria, Marie-Hélène was reported to the local police for her Resistance activities and subjected to the most horrific torture: ‘beaten, gang-raped, mutilated, and in the end, they buried her in a field, still alive. When they found out she was pregnant, they figured the child’s father was a Maquis, in the Resistance, and so they were especially brutal’ (143). This shocking discovery mars what is otherwise a neat WWII narrative of the D-Day landings, with their successful political and personal outcomes: as well as helping secure the Allied victory, Operation Overlord was instrumental to Captain Brown’s career progress, bringing him to a position of financial and social affluence as a result of his military prouesse during his time at the Royal Victoria. In fact, ‘Not only had [him and his wife] survived the war, their lives had improved because of it’ (138), a fact which renders his realisation of the consequences of his acts even more devastating. Despite his ‘success’ at the great Victorian hospital, by the end of the novella the Royal Victoria is the ‘place in which he had met his own disillusioning defeat’ (138).
The story’s unconcluded ghostly narrative thread is therefore contrasted with the too definite end met by Marie-Hélène. The sanitised, and easily romanticised, death of the ‘Grey Lady’ is supplanted in the novella by the graphic rape and murder of the Resistance fighter, including the killing of her unborn child. If ‘the death [...] of a beautiful woman is, unquestionably, the most poetical topic in the world’ (Poe 165), Marie-Hélène’s gruesome demise illustrates how the story refuses to facilitate the neo-Victorian gothicisation – and concomitant consumption – of the dead female heroic body.​[9]​ 
The novella’s graphic ending thus spells a type of horror which cannot be easily reduced to narrative or aesthetic conventions; in fact it reveals a form of haunting which is not apprehended by the main character until the novella has ended, a form of haunting which is thus enacted beyond and outside the text, in its wake rather than inside it. Jacques Derrida’s notion of ‘spectrality effect’, as that which highlights ‘the doubtful contemporaneity of the present to itself’, and consists ‘in undoing this opposition, or even this dialectic, between actual, effective presence and its other’ (48; original emphasis), is useful in this context. The uncomprehended narrative of Marie-Hélène’s death seems indeed to produce a similar ‘spectral effect’, in so far as it unsettles the present’s sense of itself by forcing attention to the constructed boundary between presence and absence, realised and unrealised horror. The ‘reassuring order’ (Derrida 48) between past and present is brought into question as a result, causing the horror of past trauma to be no longer confined to the safe historical distance of the past. In consequence, the spectre of Marie-Hélène’s narrative comes to haunt the contemporary, but yet cannot be fully experienced by the latter. This process of haunting also forgoes the possibility of achieving closure: the spectralised past no longer being ‘bygone’, it cannot be closed off from the present. In this respect, Marie-Hélène’s narrative lives on in the present as the spectre of what was never actually in the past (given that Captain Brown – and the contemporary reader – were not aware of the fact of her death). This notion of a spectre/narrative that cannot be put to rest is symbolically reinforced by the circumstances of her death: according to Freud, ‘the idea of being buried alive [...] is the most uncanny thing of all’ (241). The uncanny nature of Marie-Hélène’s death thus further signals its continued presence as a living absence in the present. Yet if the contemporary is haunted by the uncanny spectre of Marie-Hélène’s death, the latter does not mark the return of the repressed, but rather the forever returning spectralised narrative of her uncomprehended trauma. In addition, the open, unhealed wound of her narrative also confirms the failure of the Victorian medical past to provide (historical) closure on past trauma in the text.
 The novella thus forces Captain Brown – and the contemporary reader – to become haunted by the unapprehended events of the past: in vanquishing the ghost of the easily-consumed neo-Victorian gothic, the story installs the more complex spectre of the unresolved legacies of the Second World War. As Julian Wolfreys explains, ‘the spectralization of the gothic moves the idea of the gothic beyond the narrow understanding of the gothic as narrative or novel form’ (11). As a result, 
the gothic [...] manifests itself as both a subversive force and a spectral mechanism through which social and political critique may become available and articulable, as we come to apprehend material realities, political discourses and epistemological frameworks from other invisible places. (Wolfreys 11) 
One such invisible place is of course that of Marie-Hélène’s demise: from the interred narrative of her living death new ‘realities’ are disclosed, leading to a powerful ‘critique’ of accepted modes of seeing and knowing the past. This is in contrast perhaps to the extreme visibility of the Royal Victoria, the ‘discourses’ of which need to be done away with in the story to allow those other modes of perception to materialise. 
In fact, by the time Captain Brown is made aware of the spectre of Marie-Hélène’s death, the Royal Victoria itself has been demolished. Built to last for posterity and easily torn down after a century, by the end of the story the stately Victorian building is no longer a source of haunting or fascination, its total erasure not even mentioned in the novella. Yet while the Victorian scientific past can be dismantled, safely confined to the parameters of narrative convention and even repackaged as neo-Victorian scientific gothic, other forms of residual horror remain in the story, resisting resolution or categorisation. 
Therefore, although it ‘engages with the twenty-first-century nostalgia for the Victorians as well as with 1940s explorations of Gothic doom’ (Heilmann 54), Pritchard’s novella shows how such nostalgia and fascination for the gothic are problematic and limited in scope. And if in such fiction ‘the collapse of an ancestral house’ is read ‘as an opportunity for redefinition, even survival’ (Heilmann 52), in Pritchard’s story the destruction of the Royal Victoria offers no such opportunity: in fact, the demolition of the Victorian edifice seems to bring into sharper focus the unresolved legacies of the events of the Second World War, which are at the root of the main character’s undoing. The novella’s neo-Victorian gothic mode thus provides no solace or revelation to Captain Brown; quite on the contrary, as we have seen, such mode is in part responsible for misleading him – and by repercussion, the contemporary reader – into false notions and ill-advised ideals. 









^1	 Notes.	This is the case for instance in Matthew Kneale’s Sweet Thames (1992), Belinda Starling’s The Journal of Dora Damage (2007), and Mary Beth Keane’s Fever (2013).
^2	 .	The Royal Victoria boasted its own gas works, hydraulic lifts, railway station, stables, and ‘even a swimming pool, filled with seawater [...] which could be covered with planks for conversion into a theatre’ (Hoare 114–5).
^3	 .	Such was the controversy caused by the Royal Victoria’s design that it was also rumoured its plans were initially intended for a hospital in India and therefore a warmer climate, which meant that it ‘would in chillier Hampshire prove disastrous’ (Hoare 107).
^4	 .	Its pier jetty for instance was too short to reach sufficiently deep waters and accommodate the transport of patients by boat: it had to be replaced by the train station; its expensive bath tubs cracked at the contact of hot water and were never used as a result (Hoare 110); its plumbing system (consisting of open drains circulating foul water along the walls of the wards) was also soon considered out of date (Hoare 273).
^5	 .	According to John Holder, the ‘most notable [medical advance] came from Sir Almoth Wright’s research into typhoid and his discovery of a vaccine’ (9). Other famous medical officers included Sir Thomas Longmore, a ‘leading expert on gunshot wounds’, and Professor Edmund Alexander Parkes, who ‘produced the first authoritative book on Public Sanitation’ (Holder 9).
^6	 .	Over the course of the Royal Victoria’s existence, a number of witness accounts reported the presence of a ‘Grey Lady’ touring its wards at night, shortly before the death of one of the inmates (Hoare 246), while the former Cambridge Military Hospital in Aldershot also boasted the ghost of a ‘Grey Lady’.
^7	 .	These architectural parallels are also visible in the two buildings’ similar use of neo-Renaissance style.
^8	 .	Incidentally, the figure of Edgar Allan Poe also frames another story in the collection, ‘Patricide’ (2011).
^9	 .	In this context, the neat pageant of official ceremonies which marked last year’s commemorations of the 70th anniversary of the D-Day landings seemed similarly abstracted from the unresolved horror of deaths such as Marie-Hélène’s.Works CitedBotting, Fred. Limits of Horror: Technology, Bodies, Gothic. Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2008.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